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We really appreciate that the company is providing this kind of service too to maintain
our faith in the' r roduct range and to give us the assurance about their presence as
and wheM~~~Q'A:OO

The above resulted pressure drop 0.05 Kg/ Cm2 is in total 300 meters length of pipes
used in our plant.

Even in the Prepetri area, we have observed 0.05 Barpressure drop in the pipeline as a
result ofAirAudit which is negligible and that too because we have not done looping'
in the pipeline.

Recently,Anjney Tubes India has conducted Air Audit in the Spinning division and
link corner area in our plant where we have done loop in pipeline, using digital
pressure gauges at our plant to authenticate the observed result of pressure drop in
our presence. We were very much surprised and happy to see the result of the Air
Audit. At the starting point, the pressure was 7.26 Bar and at the end point too, the
pressure was 7.26 Bar only. That means there is NILPressure Drop in their pipeline
which is even beyond their commitment. We are more than satisfied with their results
and performance of their products.

We are very much satisfied with the performance ofAnjney brand PPCH FR
Pneumatic Piping installed in our plant. After the installation of PPCH FR
Pneumatic Pipeline manufactured byAnjney Tubes India, we had observed No
leakage, negligible pressure drop, No corrosion and NILMaintenance.

We Vaibhav Laxmi Spinning Mills Ltd having our spinning unit at Kadiwith 25500
spindles are using Anjney brand PPCH FRPneumatic Pipes and Fittings in our
plant since Last Four Year in compressed air application since we started our
new project.
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